Samples of condensable material collected from low-pressure premixed and diffusion benzene / oxygen / argon flames were analyzed chemically to determine fullerene yield and by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy to characterize the fullerenic material on and within the soot particles. Results show that fullerene formation is sensitive to changes in operating conditions, such as fuel / oxygen ratio, chamber pressure, and inert gas dilution, and that the formation of amorphous and fullerenic carbon occurs early in the flame, with the structures becoming more curved with greater residence time. All flames exhibit a fullerene maximum with the premixed flame showing two distinct regions of formation. Additionally, the fullerene maximum in the diffusion flames is always just above the stoichiometric flame surface and a maximum is observed with increasing dilution due to competing dilution effects. Image analysis data show that the curvatures and diameters of the structures are consistent with the chemical analysis and that nanostructures, found at greater residence times than fullerenes, are formed directly from curved structures in the soot. These data complement previous fullerene studies and shed light on several proposed mechanisms for fullerene formation in combustion.
Introduction
information on the formation of fullerenic carbon in flames under different conditions is needed to understand the Fullerenes were discovered by Kroto et al. in 1985 as formation mechanisms and kinetics and to enable the products of carbon evaporation into an inert gas [1] . They design of practical systems for large-scale production. consist of closed spherical shells comprised only of carbon atoms. This special structure results in unusual physical and chemical properties with a large potential for applica-2. Premixed flame studies tions such as superconductors, sensors, catalyst, optical and electronic devices, polymers, and biological and Much of the research on fullerene formation in flames medical applications. Fullerenes can also be formed in has been done with low-pressure, laminar premixed flames low-pressure fuel-rich flames of certain hydrocarbons [2-of benzene and oxygen with or without inert diluent gas. 4], the highest yields being obtained under conditions of
The setup for these flames is described elsewhere [12] . In substantial soot formation. Other interesting classes of these flames, the largest yields of fullerenes were observed fullerenic or curved-layer carbon that can also be found in not under the most heavily sooting conditions, but under fullerene producing systems are nanostructures having conditions where 2-3% of the carbon is converted to soot. tubular, spheroidal, or other shapes and consisting of With lower fuel / oxygen ratios the amount of fullerenes onion-like or nested closed shells [5-8] and soot particles formed decreases to small amounts near the critical having considerable curved-layer content [9-11]. More conditions for soot formation. With variations of pressure in the burning chamber, fuel / oxygen ratio, and inert gas dilution, it was possible to produce soots with wide have two distinct fullerene forming regions as can be seen condensable material and to the volume of non condensin Fig. 1 . The second or later formation region accounts for able gas. The results show that fullerenes, fullerenic most of the fullerenes mass produced [4] . Analyses of nanostructures and fullerenic soot can form in diffusion residence-time resolved soot samples suggest that the flames with yields and extent of curvature in the soot as formation of amorphous and fullerenic carbon occurs early large as those seen in premixed flames. The results of the in the flame, with the fullerenic carbon becoming more fullerene analysis (Fig. 3) show that every flame exhibited curved as a soot particle traverses the length of the flame. a fullerene maximum. Curvature of carbon layers seen in high resolution trans-
The maximum concentration of fullerenes along the axis mission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images was quanof the flame was found just above the stoichiometric tified by measuring the arc length L and diameter D of surface, near the location of the highest flame temperature many layers and computing a curvature parameter defined and in the region where the concentration of fullerene as C 5 L / pD which ranges from 0 for a planar layer to 1 precursors, which in flames are polycyclic aromatic hydrofor a completely closed spherical layer (Fig. 2) . The carbons (PAH) [13] [14] [15] , is decreasing and fullerenes are formation of fullerenic nanostructures under premixed beginning to be consumed, both due to oxidation. These combustion conditions appears to require much longer consumptions are presumably offset by the increase of residence times than the |70 ms available in the flames fullerene formation rate with increasing temperature and
the formation of five-membered rings in the structure of PAH through oxidation of, followed by CO elimination from, six-membered rings [16] . Surprisingly, the maximum 3. Diffusion flame studies fullerene percentage in the condensables occurs at fuel dilutions as high as 65%. The extent of soot formation Fullerenes formation in diffusion flames had received decreases with increasing dilution, thereby reducing the little study until recently although this type of flame, if radiative heat loss from the flame and increasing temperaeffective, would offer advantages for practical operation.
ture until this effect is balanced by the lower production of In recent work [11] , fullerenes formation in laminar jet heat due to less fuel. diffusion flames of benzene diluted with argon and burning
The total amount of soot seems to be an important factor in oxygen at pressures of 12 to 40 Torr was characterized.
for the consumption of fullerenes because, at 40 Torr, the The experimental setup used to study these flames is percentage of fullerenes in the condensable material is described elsewhere [11] .
highest at the highest dilution, but the temperature is lower The diffusion flames were characterized by measuring compared to lower dilutions. At the same time, the the ratios of the mass of fullerenes to the mass of concentration of precursors for soot and fullerenes is decreasing. This makes the flame with the lowest total discussed above show a similar trend. The locations of the concentration exhibit the highest fullerene percentage. The curvature peak (from HRTEM) and the fullerene peak same effect is seen with decreasing pressure. A lower (from HPLC) coincide. pressure gives lower soot and fullerene concentrations, but An increase in the diameter of layers can indicate either the percentage of fullerenes is still higher. This behavior or both of two effects, that layers are actually growing in results in shorter flames yielding a higher percentage of size and / or that the layers are becoming flatter. Coupling fullerenes in the condensable material. the diameter observations with those from curvature and arc length indicates that the layers are becoming increasingly curved until the fullerene maximum in the gas phase 4. Discussion is reached, and then start to become flat, perhaps being incorporated into nanostructures. The diameter data reThe electron microscope images of soot from fullerene inforces the conclusions drawn from the curvature data. forming flames show a composition that is different from
The amount of nanotubes and onion-like structures is samples collected in higher-pressure flames or conventionhigher in the diffusion flames than in the premixed flames al combustion systems [9] . However, structures similar to studied. In the latter case, nanostructures were seen only at those seen here have also been found in commerciallylong residence times where the oxygen had been depleted. produced carbon black [17, 18] . A representative HRTEM In the diffusion flames, nanostructures appear relatively image of condensable material from a fullerene forming soon after the stoichiometric flame surface where the diffusion flame (Fig. 4) shows that both fullerenes and maximum temperature occurs and the fullerenes and soot curved carbon layers are present. Curvature analysis of this are being oxidized and fullerenes are being incorporated image produces the histograms shown in Fig. 5 . Cominto the soot. At longer residence times, the closed parison of such histograms obtained for samples from structures in the soot disappear, while at the same time, we various distances from the burner indicates that fullerene find nested structures and, separated from the soot, nanostructures, i.e., curved layers, in the soot, as characterized structures. Consequently, the time-scale for nanostructure by the curvature parameter, increase up to the location of formation in diffusion flames must be shorter than that for the fullerene maximum in the gas phase and decline premixed combustion. The HRTEM analysis of the soot thereafter. This behavior would be expected since the material indicates that the nanostructures are formed fullerene concentrations seen in the chemical analysis directly from curved structures in the soot. An HRTEM image of fullerenic nanostructures from collected diffusion ring closure. Pope et al. also indicate that intramolecular flame material is shown elsewhere [11] . In addition to rearrangements may play a role in fullerene formation. fullerenic nanostructures, larger fullerene molecules have As mentioned previously, the precursors of fullerenes also been observed here, as in prior combustion studies and other fullerenic material may be PAH with curvature [4, 19, 20] .
arising from embedded five-membered rings. Baum et al. Studies suggest that fullerenes are formed by reactions [20] suggest that this is a plausible mechanism for fulgenerating PAH which can form fullerenes as well as soot lerene formation as opposed to a direct route from polyparticles. Mechanisms involving carbon clusters as chains ynes to fullerenes. Baum et al. argue that the large rate of and rings have been identified in carbon vaporization positive fullerene ion formation is a strong argument that production methods [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, these mechanisms PAH and their ions are precursors of fullerenes and are not suitable for combustion synthesis because the fullerenic ions, respectively. concentration of these clusters is too small [20] . ConseAlso, as discussed above, gas-phase as well as condenquently, several other mechanisms for fullerene formation sed-phase reactions may be involved. For gas-phase synin flames have been proposed. thesis, Baum et al. [20] present a zippering mechanism. In Pope et al. [25] modeled fullerenes formation as stepthis mechanism, two large PAH molecules align so as to wise acetylene addition to curved PAH, reactive coagulazip their edges together through hydrogen elimination. tion of curved PAH, and hydrogen elimination followed by This mechanism also involves the simultaneous internal rearrangement of the PAH to form the five-membered rings that two PAH with bowl-like structures participate in the that are characteristic of fullerenes. Alternatively, the fivezippering mechanism [25]. Baum et al. [20] also suggest a membered rings may already be present as it is possible condensed-phase mechanism in which young soot particles Finally, it has also been shown that pressure, tempera-
